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The measurement of the production cross section of top quark pairs is the first important 
ingredient to a rich programme of top physics at the LHC. Already with the 35 pb-1 of data 
taken by the ATLAS experiment in 2010, precision measurements of this quantity are 
possible. 
Measuring σ̅t̅t with high precision at √s = 7 TeV is a very good test of the perturbative QCD 
prediction of this quantity in the Standard Model, and also helps to understand top events 
as dominant backgrounds for many searches in the Higgs sector and physics beyond the 
Standard Model.
The measurement relies on the excellent tracking, calorimetry and b-tagging abilities of 
the ATLAS detector. In the future it can be used to calibrate and study the detector 
performance.

Event Selection

Results - Entering The Era Of Precision Measurements With Top Quarks

References: [1] ATLAS-CONF-2010-099, [2] ATLAS-CONF-2011-023, [3] ATLAS-CONF-2011-035, [4] ATLAS-CONF-2011-040
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13% (using b-tagging) to 16% (without b-tagging) 
relative uncertainty on σ̅t̅t reached after just one year 
of running.

Many cross check measurements and all in good 
agreement with each other and with standard model 
perturbative QCD predictions.

Combination of main lepton+jets with b-
tagging analysis with dilepton cut-based 
analysis without b-tagging achieves 10% 
precision on the top production cross 
section.
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isolated lepton with pT > 20 GeV 
and |η| < 2.5 -
fired the trigger

missing transverse energy > 20 
GeV (µ+jets) or > 35 GeV (e+jets)

★ W+jets production, including W + heavy flavour jets
★ QCD multijet events faking leptons - estimated from data:

★ muon+jets with matrix method
★ electron+jets with anti-electron fitting method

★ Z+jets production
★ single top production
★ diboson production

xmT(W) > 25 GeV (e+jets) or 
mT(W) + missing transverse 
energy > 60 GeV (µ+jets)

jets with pT > 25 GeV and |η| < 2.5
★ use events with at least 3 

jets to increase acceptance

can require b-tagged jets to 
discriminate against W+jets events

★ secondary vertex tagger
★ jet probability tagger

selection of good 
collision events
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Production Mechanism
Dominant mechanism at LHC is gluon-gluon-fusion, additional contribution from 
qq-annihilation.
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Top pairs decay into lepton+jets signature in 
45 % of all cases - good trade-off between 
high statistics and manageable backgrounds.
Decays to τ-leptons are considered if they 
decay leptonically.

Backgrounds
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Good estimation of QCD multijet background is crucial for all 
analyses. Shape needs to be well-modelled to be used in template 
fits. Uncertainty on QCD prediction is 50% (e+jets) and 30% (µ
+jets).

Analysis Without b-Tagging
★ same approach: use kinematic variables to construct likelihood 

discriminant
★ lepton η & charge
★ exponential transformation of aplanarity

★ split into events with 3 jets and ≥ 4 jets

Likelihood discriminant
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4-jets"e+
★ binned log-likelihood fit to 

extract σ ̅t̅t 
★ uncertainties are measured 

using pseudo-experiments
★ statistical uncertainty 10%
★ d o m i n a n t s y s t e m a t i c 

uncertainties:
★ jet energy scale: 6%
★ initial & final state radiation 

modelling:   -2% / + 6%
★ QCD normalizat ion and 

shape: 3% each

!t̄t = 171± 17(stat.)+20
!17(syst.)± 6(lumi)pb

Fit Results

Variables 

The Idea ★ use as much of the available  top 
pair → lepton+jets acceptance as 
possible
★ events with 3 jets, 4 jets, ≥ 5 jets
★ do not require a b-tagged jet

★ use topological differences between 
top and W+jets events

★ create a projective likelihood 
discriminant from: 
★ lepton η
★ aplanarity
★ pT sum of all but leading 2 jets / pZ  

sum of all objects
★ mean b-tag weight of 2 most b-like 

jets (best separation)

★ extract cross section using profile 
likelihood fit to data

★ simultaneous extraction of number 
of W+jets events per channel

★ include systematic uncertainties as 
nuisance parameters in the fit 

★ let data constrain systematic 
uncertainties
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Profile Likelihood Fit

!t̄t = 186± 10(stat.)+21
!20(syst.)± 6(lumi)pb

Use output of jet probability b-
tagging algorithm - mean of two 
most b-like jets.

Need > 1 calibrated working point 
to calibrate shape of continuous b-
tagging.

★ dominant systematic uncertainties:
★ b-tagging calibration (uncorrelated between working 

points): 7.5%
★ W + heavy flavour contributions: 7%
★ initial & final state radiation modelling: 4%

D =
!k

j=1 pi,S(xj)
!k

j=1 pi,S(xj) +
!k

j=1 pi,B(xj)

★ global fit to data in all 6 analysis channels of discriminant D

★ multidimensional log-likelihood minimization of different parameters
★ top pair production cross section is parameter of interest
★ other physics processes get Gaussian constraints
★ additional parameter for each bin for template statistics
★ systematic uncertainties added as nuisance parameters
★ make nuisance parameters continuous using vertical template morphing

nominal

“down”

“up”

!
–1 0 +1

★ test stability, uncertainties and dependencies on 
different nuisance parameters using pseudo-
experiments

★ non-continuous systematic uncertainties (PDF, 
initial & final state radiation, ...) are treated 
outside the global fit

Fit Results
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Goal: select top-like events and suppress background contributions.


